Code of Conduct
We shall conduct our employment activities with the highest principles of honesty, integrity, truthfulness
and honour. To this end, we are to avoid not only impropriety, but also the appearance of impropriety

We shall not make, recommend, or cause to be taken any action, contract, agreement, investment,
expenditure or transaction known or believed to be in violation of any law, regulation or corporate policy

We shall not use our respective positions in employment to force, induce, coerce, harass, intimidate, or in
any manner influence any person, including subordinates, to provide any favour, gift or benefit, whether
financial or otherwise, to ourselves or others

In business dealings with suppliers, contractors, consultants, customers and Government entities, we
shall not provide or offer to provide, any gratuity, favour or other benefit and all such activities shall be
conducted strictly on an arm’s length business basis

While representing the Company in dealings with third parties we shall not allow ourselves to be
placed in a position in which an actual or apparent conflict of interest exists. All such activities shall be
conducted strictly on an arm’s length business basis

All of us shall exercise great care in situations in which a pre-existing personal relationship exists between
an individual and any third party or Government employee or official of an agency with whom the
Company has an existing or potential business relationship. Where there is any doubt as to the propriety
of the relationship, the individual shall report the relationship to management so as to avoid even the
appearance of impropriety

We shall not engage in outside business activities, either directly or indirectly, with a customer, vendor,
supplier or agent of the Company, or engage in business activities which are inconsistent with, or
contrary to, the business activities of the Company

We shall not use or disclose the Company’s trade secrets, proprietary or confidential information, or
any other confidential information gained in the performance of Company duties as a means of making
private profit, gain or benefit

